VI International scientific conference for students, and post-graduate students «Geography, geocology, geology: the experience in the scientific research», devoted to the 255 anniversary from the day of birth of the discoverer of Kryvoy Roh ores of Vasily Zuev

Due to the results of a conference the collection of scientific lectures and reports will be published. We invite students, post-graduate students and others to take part in the work of the conference and the edition of the collection.

Sections of the conference:

I. Physical-geographical and geomorphological research.
II. Geology, hydrogeology, engineering geology.
III. Geocology and the rational use of water resources.
IV. Historical geography and regional history of the use of nature.
V. Publicly-geographical and regional research.
VI. Actual problems of tourism.
VII. Cartographic and controlled from distance methods of environmental research.
VIII. Method of teaching and methodical provision with teaching geography.

For the publication it is necessary to send the materials designed according to the following requirements by the March, 20, 2009 in the organizational Committee:

1) The extent of the publications – 1–5 pages on the leaves of the format А4.
2) Text in the Word editor, fields: overhead and lower – 2,5 sm, right, left – 2 sm.
3) Size of font 14, Arial, interval of seal 1, indention 1 sm, smoothing of text on a width.
4) Tables, illustrations and formulas are inserted in the text, executed in an electronic way, the size of print in tables is possible 12–14.
5) At the end of the article (not obligatory) is given a list over of scientific information (including sites) generators, for which references are done in a text.
6) At the beginning of the publication indicate:
   ✓ in the first line – the last name, initials (symmetric to the sheet of page, a font is fat, size 14);
   ✓ in the second – INSTITUTE of higher, department, course of studies of a student or a post-graduate student (on a left edge, size 12);
   ✓ in the third is position, scientific degree, initials and last name of the scientific leader (on a left edge, size 12);
   ✓ in fourth is the name of publication by capital fat letters (size 14) symmetrically to the text;
   ✓ below a text over of lecture, report is given.
**Organizational payment**: for the INTERNAL participants – 100 $ (USD), from the countries of CIS – 70 $ (USD) (excursions and publication of materials of the lectures are included, coffee-break, reservation places for the residence, organizational charges).

Edition the publication for the participants who do not take part in the work of the conference personally (for one complete or incomplete page with the text) – 8 $ (USD); 5 $ (USD) – from the countries of CIS.

For the residence and meals (except coffee-break) during the work of the conference, the participants pay independently (the cost of the residence from 80 UAH for days).

**Materials which are necessary to send in organizational Committee**:

1. Text of the article, designed according to the requirements, in an electronic way.
2. Review on the article from a scientific leader, notarized by the seal (it is possible to send the scanned variant of the notarized summary).
3. The Request on the participation in the conference, in which to specify:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Request on the participation in the conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The full name of the participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The Form of my participation in the conference:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ internal (with the personal report).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ by correspondence (only publication of the materials)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Complete name of the higher educational establishment (Scientific-Research Institute, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The course of study (the speciality of the post-graduate course), faculty, department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Address of the author of the lecture (articles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Contact telephone contact e-mail (obligatory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The Name of the lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. The Name of the section of the conference, in which participation is planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. The full name of the scientific leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Position, scientific rank of the leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Necessity of reservation place for the residence (prices are indicated for a place in days on the state in January, 2009):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ 4th local placing in the <strong>DCYCIC</strong> rooms (75 UAH);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Placing in 1-3th local numbers in hotel «Sverdlovsk» (from 100 UAH);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ I decide questions about settlement independently;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ I do not participate personally in the work of the conference, there is no necessity in the settlement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Do you need the official nominal invitation to the conference on a form with the wet seal of DNU from the organizational Committee?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes, I ask to send to the address indicated by me by a postal letter;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes, I ask to send the scanned variant by e-mail;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ No, there is no necessity in such official invitation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Receipt about the money remittance of the organizational fee or for the publication of the collection (it is possible to send in a scanned way).
5. To the authors who will give requests on internal participation in the conference with the reports by April 1, the second informative letter and program will be sent (to electronic address).

An editorial board reserves the right to the insignificant correction of the text publication, and also not to examine those, for which the cost of publication will not by paid or the summary of the scientific leader will be absent.

To all the authors of the publications the organizational Committee guarantees the acquisition of the collection (**one copy for the article**) by one of the following methods:
1) handing of copy of the collection during the registration of internal participants of the conference;
2) by sending a postal parcel during the month after the date of holding the conference on condition of payment the cost of postal services by the authors;
3) sending editorial make-up of the collection by e-mail (if the request for sending the parcel by the ordinary mail is absent);
4) passed to the authors (or their scientific leaders) through the representatives of the Higher Educational Establishments, who personally took part in the work of the conference or by some other methods, which are declared.

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITTEE holds the CORRESPONDENCE WITH the PARTICIPANTS OF the CONFERENCE ONLY BY E-MAIL (e-mail).

The organizational fee or payment for the publication should be sent by the money remittance (bank remittance) to the address:
49044, Dnepropetrovsk, K.Marks av., 36, to Afanasiev Oleg (it is necessary to specify the last name of the recipient).
If the remittance of the organizational fee (payments for the publication) is undertaken by the systems of electronic bank remittances, you have to report the proper information by e-mail to the organizational Committee.

Address of the organizational Committee:
49044, Dnepropetrovsk, K.Marks av., 36, ауд.48, geology-geographical faculty of DNU, department of physical and economic geography.

Contact telephones:
+3 8 (056) 744–86–03 department of geography,
+3 8 (056) 731–56–05, Chairman of SASP of GGF,
+3 (8 067) 633–83–85 PhD Afanasiev Oleg
+3 (8 095) 230–57–00

E-mail: olafn_dp@mail.ru
ICQ: 362–773–591

Visit our site: http://www.ggf-dnu.at.ua

An approximate program of the conference

in April 28, 2009
09.00 – 20.00 Arrival and settlement of the participants of the conference.
12.00 – 15.00 Excursion around the historical center of Dnepropetrovsk, visiting museums and exhibition displays of the city.

in April 29, 2009
08.00 – 09.30 Registration of the participants of the conference.
09.30 – 10.00 The opening of the conference.
10.00 – 12.00 Plenary meeting of the conference.
13.30 – 17.00 Sectional meetings of the conference. A scientific-practical section about the problems of tourism and the study of the particular region will be held in DCYCIC.

in April 30, 2009
08.00 – 19.30 Bus excursion by the route Dnepropetrovsk - Krivoy Rog – Kapulovka – Nykopol – Dnepropetrovsk.